SynEdge Navigator
Experience the future of quality content delivery

Measure · Analyze · Select

Quality driven CDN switching
SynEdge Navigator is a Cloud service that offers load balancing and CDN switching as a service to enhance
content delivery. We constantly measure CDN performance 24/7/365 in every part of the world, across all ISP
networks, process the data in real-time and switch CDNs when
it makes sense, quickly and automatically, with no effort
for you. SynEdge Navigator will automate delivery based
on your business rules, no matter what combination
of CDNs you use today and in the future. SynEdge
Navigator can integrate various third -party data
sets and has pre-built integrations for the most
frequently used RUM and QoE data providers.
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Why SynEdge
SynEdge at its core has been designed with customers in mind. Created by a team
with an extensive history in, and knowledge of, Content Delivery Networks, SynEdge wants
to offer a transparent, intelligent and cost-effective way to deliver content.
Using the newest technologies, SynEdge has created a next generation Multi-CDN switching and
management platform that has been specifically designed for the increasingly quality driven world. It
performs to a higher level than the less efficient and less environmentally friendly options that are currently
available as we continuously innovate, meaning customers will always receive the benefit of a CDN with
technology at the forefront of the industry.

You will get
· An immediate boost in content delivery performance
· Optimized solution with a better return on investment
· And the peace of mind knowing that you work with cutting edge technology with the stability you need
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